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for years, crash bandicoot 1.1 was perhaps the hardest crash bandicoot game to defeat 100%. crash bandicoot 1.1 is an unofficial port
of the crash bandicoot coin-operated arcade game, and the difficulty comes from the fact that you werent allowed to carry over any of
your high scores, and were instead forced to start at the beginning of each game. in june 1999, hack magazine listed crash bandicoot
as the number 6 hack (out of 60) in their worst hacks ever column. it required you to swap to a different library in homeworld, before
embarking on a mission to collect all the crystals of the game. more recently we uncovered a cheat code on crash bandicoot 1.2 for
saving your game after you had died a number of times. it involved editing the save/load cache files for game saves, and was only
supported on the sega saturn (and later) console versions of the game. on the ps2 and gamecube, users could get their hands on an
early bootloader exploit for crash bandicoot, allowing you to switch between both the official and unofficial versions of the game and
its sequels. aside from the mainstream and platforming aspects of crash bandicoot, there are some details on the turbografx-16 that
were unique to the game, such as the use of the cartridge's camera and the final level of the game. the game's climax, the
appearance of the giant stone god pan, is one of the highlights of the series. as he crashes through the tarzan ropes of a suspended
vine jungle, the mist clears and pan reveals himself as the enormous, threatening figure from comic books, novels, and video games.
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but there's no point in me playing talladega nights because that game is about as far removed from my life as possible. every time i
think of playing it, i just imagine my two-year-old child walking up to me and saying, "that sounds like a lot of fun." when i ran the
mod without js, it said that i couldn't sign in and it would take me to a reset screen. i tried going to a netjack server, but i couldn't

even get the server browser to show up. i tried restarting my mod, but i got the same error message. that was the end of that
experiment. so the team figured out a way to improve on the skeletal animation: they'd lay down the marine models on top of a

mixture of 3d models using directx instead of sony's proprietary 3d api. using 3d models allowed the animators to rotate and scale
each body part as much as they wanted to and to use soft, convincing cloth simulation with the models for certain characters. there

were still problems with getting the animators to this point, though. for starters, crash would sometimes slice the model of a character
into two pieces on purpose, leaving one object hanging in mid-air as if its rig had broken. in those cases, naughty dog would just

destroy and start over, which was a significant amount of work. things started improving when naughty dog found a way to swap the
body of a character model in place of a regular skeletal animation. crash already had two variants of each character's body, one that

displayed motion data from the non-player characters and one that displayed a static pose. by switching the body model in place,
instead of destroying the old animation and re-animating the character in a new pose, the team could animate the change and then

stabilize it by adding the new model to a character's skeletal animation. 5ec8ef588b
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